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Inspection Summary

Inspection from March 4 through April 1, 1991, (Re grts t>o. 50-260/91006 (DRp);
No. 50-301/91006(DRP))

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection by *asident inspectors of
licensee actions on previous inspections on findim; plant operations;
radiological controls; maintenance / surveillance observations; emergency
preparedness; security; engineering and technical support; and safety
assessment / quality verification.
Results: During this inspection period, both units operated at full power with
only requested load following power reductions.

Issues addressed in this inspection report include:

EngineeredSafeguardsfeatures(ESF)SystemWalkdown(paragraph 3.e.)- A
number of deficiencies were noted in the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system.
Examples include two grinding wheels found laying in.the ventilation port of
an RHR pump motor near the rotor assembly, a large buildup of boric acid
crystals from a RHR pump casing leak, a broken valve position indicator, and
some minor inconsistencies between the as built piping configuration and the
system engineering drawings.
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l Vital Area Barrier Degradation (paragraph 7.a.) - A one hour report was made
} when a barrier penetration for a plant modification was found to be inadequately

sealed. The condition existed for approximateiy three hours and compensatory
measures were taken upon its discovery. New issues which remain unresolvedinclude:

t

Disregard of High Radiation Area Barriers (paragraph 4.a.) - Two personnel
j improperly entered posted high radiation areas. A chemistry supervisor entered

the Unit I primary coolant sample room wearing the proper dosimetry, but hada

failed to sign in on the radiation work procedure. The second concerned a
contractor who thought a newly installed temporary posting was in error sinceo

| he had previously worked in the area that was now bounded by the postings. He
; disregarded the postings and proceeded to his work area. plant health physics

technicians identified both incidents. No exposure limits were exceeded. The
,

licensee's investigation of these events remains in progress.,

.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted (71707) (30702)

"G. J. Maxfield, Plant Manager
T. J. Koehler, General Superintendent - Maintenance
J. C. Reisenbuechler, Superintendent - Operations
J. G. Schweitzer, Superintendent - Maintenance
N. L. Hoefert, Superintendent - Instrument & Controls
W. J. Herrman, Superintendent - Technical Services
T. L. Fredrichs, Superintendent - Chemistry
J. J. Bevelacqua, Superintendent - Health Physics
M. L. Mervine, Superintendent - Training
R. D. Seizert, Superintendent - Regulatory & Support Services

*F. A. Flentje, Administrative Specialist

Other licensee employees were also contacted including members of the
technical and engineering staffs, and reactor and auxiliary operators.

* Denotes the personnel attending the management exit interview for
summation of preliminar" "indings.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings (92701) (92702)

a. (Closed) Violation (301/90022-01): Loss of Reactor Vessel Level
Indication Disring Reduced Inventory Operations.

On November 2, 1990, Unit 2 reactor vessel level was being raised
while in a reduced inventory condition. Unbeknownst to operators,
the reactor head vent isolation valve was shut. The rising water
level consequently caused a pressure increase in the vessel which
ssnt a false signal to the level indication instruments. As a
rt sult, subsequent operations were .:3rried out with an actual water
itvel in the vessel below that permit;ed for those operations,

ihe utility acknowledged the violation and committed to a series of
corrective actions. Improvements were made to several operating
procedures including: RP-1A, " Preparation for Refueling"; OP-30,
" Hot Shutdown to Cold Shutdown"; OP.-4A, " Filling ani Venting Reactor
Coolart System"; OP-4D, "0 raining the Reactor Coolant Sy tem"; OP-4F,
" Reactor Coolant System Reduced Inventory Requirements"; and 0F-5A,
" Reactor C olant Volume Control". Changes included the addition of
precautions and limitations to remove existing ambiguity in the
wording and to place stricter controls on changing reactor vessel
level when in reduced inventory conditions. A specific methodology
change in OP-4D is the addition of a reactor vessel icvel indication
tagout series. This places positive control over all valves
associated with vessel level instrumentation, including the vent path
whose misalignment led to the loss of level indication. These tags
are procedurally cleared in OP-4A. Additionally, section D of OP-5A
was completely rewritten to provide specific guidance for changing
vessel water level within the full allowable band of reduced inventory
operation.
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The inspector reviewed the new procedures in detail to verify that
their changes address the deficiencies previously identified. The
procedure revisions were noted to be extensive and require detailed

j step by step operation to complete the intended evolution. Cautions
and limitations are printed in bold type, for easy identification,
h'o further concerns were identified. This item is closed,

b.
{0 pen) Unresolved item (266/90" B-04;E301/90018-04): Gravity Feed
of [mergency Diesel Girierato i feF61

The Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection (EDSFI),
performed in 1990, raised a concern that during an Appendix R scenario

{ (where power is lost to the fuel oil transfer pumps) the gravity feed
_ of fuel oil from the above ground storage tanks to the emergency fuel

oil tank, and subsequently to the diesel generator day tanks, might
not be accomplished during very cold winter conditions. Fuel oil
flow could be hindered d1e to fuel oil wax buildup brought on by cold
temperatures. To alleviate this concern, the plant performed test
WMTp 12.33, " Diesel Generator Day Tank Fill by Gravity", on February

| 19, 1991. This test was monitored by the inspector and demonstrated
L that a gravity fill flow rate of about 615 gallons per hour could be

achieved under the conditions tested.

Unfortunately, outside ambient air temperature during the test was
never lower than 34 deg. F. This defeated the purpose of verifying

- the rate of flow through the outdoor piping between the above ground
storage tanks and the fuel oi'. pumphouse when ambient (and thereby
fuel oil) temperatures are near or below the fuel oil cloud point

k (-8 deg. F.). Following discussions with the inspector, the utility
decided to either determine an alternate means for demonstrating
flow of cold fuel oil through 4" piping or repeat this test next
winter when ambient temperatures are more appropriate. This item
remains open pending a Smonstration that fuel oil will flow through
the above ground lines at temperatures near or below the fuel oil
cloud point.

(i;rveillance Procedure for Elgar Inverter Undervoltage Trip.
Closed) Violation (266/90018-07; 301/90018-07): Inadequatec.

$
F

* he Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection (EDSFI),ig
performed in 1990, identified that. procedure RMp 45, "Eigar Instrument
Bus Inverters", did not include a check of the inverter's low voltage
shutdown circuit. An incorrectly set trip point would cause improper
tripping of the inverters when they were receiving power from only
their battery source. A subsequent test by the licensee revealed one
inverter with a nonconservatively set trip point.

As immediate corrective action, all the inverter trip points were
'

adjusted to the specified set point of 100 +/-0.5 VDC. The licensee"
has subsequently revised RMP 45 to include undervoltage trip point

4
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testing as an annual check in Appendix 0 of the procedure. The
inspector reviewed the revised procedure and verified that the annual
callup is also in the plant's computer.

The procedure step directing performance of Appendix B appears within,

: the inverter shutdown section of RMP 45 and is not readily apparent.
After discussion with the inspector, the licensee initiated action to
change the computer database entry to specify Appendix B oi RMP 45 as
the annual cellup requirement. The inspector was also informed that
RMP 45 is being revised to better organize the step sequence.

The licensee also performed an 0 valuation of other features of the
inverters a,id determined that additional maintenance instructions
are desirdl9. Consideration is being given to adding surveillance
requirements for the checking of various inverter circuit card
settings _at five year intervals and checking of inverter shutdown
related circuits at annual intervals. The inspector had no further
concerns and this item is closed.

d. (Closed) Deviation (266/90027-02; 301/90027-02): Plant Practice
inconsistent with Quality Assurance Commitments of Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR).

A review of the plant's quality assurance program showed that certain
aspects of the program, as committed to in the FSAR, were not being
followed. The positions of Quality Assurance Coordinator and Quality
Assurance Rep ssentatives were no longer in use. These positions are
defined in procedures PBNP 1.7.3, " Quality Assurance Coordin ttor",
and PBNP 1.7.4, " Quality Assurance Representative".

The utility has since commenced a series of corrective actions. A
revision to the FSAR containing quality assurance (QA) program
description changes was submitted to the NRC on March 26, 1991.
These changes, which are intended to go into effect with the June 1991
FSAR revision, eliminste the sections on responsibilities and duties
of the QA coordinator and QA representatives. All the functions of
these two positions were transferred to the site QA group, which was
established in April 1989. This action makes it unnecessary to
maintain the QA coordinator and QA representative assignments.
Accordingly, procedures PBNP 1.7.3 and 1.7.4 were cancelled on
March 18, 1991.

.

The utility has also determined that a self assessment of the entire
QA program is necessary, and are in the process of obtaining an
independent third party evaluation. The inspector discussed this
issue with utility management and reviewed selected portions of the
FSAR change descriptions regarding the QA, program. No further
concerns were noted and this item is closed.,

No violations or deviations were identified.

5
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3. PlantOperations(71707)(71710)(93702)

a, ,C,ontrol Room Observation (71707)

The inspectors observed control room operations, reviewed applicable
logs and conducted discussions with control room operators during
the inspection period. During these discussiors and observations,
the inspectors a certained that operators were alert, cognizant of
current plant cond Xions, attentive to changes in those conditions
and took prompt action when appropriate. The inspectors noted that
a high degree of professionalism attended all facets of control room

3operation and that both ;;91t control boards were generally in a 4' black board' condition (no non-testing annunciators in alarm
condition). $everal shift turnovers were also observed and appeared
to be handled in a thorough manner.

The inspectors performed walkdowns of the control boards to verify
the operability of selected emergency systems, reviewed tagout records
and verified proper return to service of affected components.

The Plant Manager was observed making periodic tours of the control
room and through the plant. The Viet n s ident, Nuclear, was also
observed touring the plant,

b. Facility Tours (717071

Tours of the Turbine Building, Primary Auxiliary Building, and Service
Water Pumphouse were conducted to observe plant equipment conditions,
including plant housekeeping / cleanliness conditions, status of fire
protection equipment, fluid leaks and excessive vibrations and to
verify that maintenance requests had been initiated for equipment in
need of maintenance.

A fire drill was observed in the turbine building with satisfactory
results.

During facility tours, inspectors noticed occasional signs of fluid
and steam leakage. All equipment, however, appears to be in good
operating condition. Several areas, especially the G02 d:ssel
generator room, are cluttered with material for the alternate shutdown
modification the plant is installing. Plant management has taken
some steps to actively control the amount at1d extent of this buildup
to address interference concerns in the diesel generator rooms. Dirt-

~ and debris also appear to be accumulating in the 8' elevation of the
primary auxiliary building and the residual heat removal pump room.
Overall plant cleanliness remains adequate,

c. Unit 1 Operational Status (93702)

The unit continued to operate at full power during this period with
only requested load following power reductions,

d. Unit 2 Operational Status (93702)

:
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The unit continued to operate at full power during this period with
only requestd load following power reductions,

e. Engineered _ Safeguards Features (ESF) System Walkdown (71710)

The inspectors performed a detailed walkdown of portions of the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system in order to independently verify
operability. The RHR system walkdowns included verification of the
following items:

-- Inspection of system equipment conditions.
-- Confirmation that the system check-of f-list (COL) and operating

procedures are consistent with plant drawings.
-- Verification that system valves, breakers, and switches are

properly aligned.
-- Verification that instrumentation is properly valved in and

operable.
-- Verification that valves required to be locked have appropriate '

locking devices.
-- Verification that control room switches, indications and controls

are satisfactory.
-- Verification that surveillance test procedures properly implement

the Technical Specifications surveillance requiree.cnts.

The following deficiencies were identified: Two grind 1ng wheels
were laying inside the ventilation port of the IP10A RHR pump motor

} near the rotor assembly. The inspector notified control room
personnel of this and the wheels were removed. Several valves were
missing identification labels and two labels had incorrect
information. The position indicator for valve 1RH-823B was broken.

Debris was found in the IP10A RHR pump bay sump alarm float which
coulu affect alarm operation. The componett cooling water piping
joints to the IP10A RHR pump cooler were leaking. The IP10A RHR
pump / motor coupling support adjustment bractet was bent. Leaks were
evident on the 2P10A RHR pump casing and the casing drain resulting
in a large buildup of boric acid crystals on the pump casing. A
maintenance request tag has been hanging on th oump for over two
years to correct this deficiency. Several min es-built piping
configurations did not match the system engineering prints. The
inspector informed the plant of the4e deficiencies for correction.

No violations ur deviations were identified.

4. RadiologicalControls_(71707)

The inspectors routinely observed the licensee's radiological controls
and practices during normal plant tours and the inspection of work
activities. Inspection in this area includes direct observation of the
use of Radiation Work Permits (RWPs); normal work practices inside
contaminated barriers; maintenance of radiological barriers and signs;
and health physics (HP) activities regarding monitoring, sampling, and
surveying. The inspectors also observed portions of the radioactive
waste system controls associated with radwaste processing.

7
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, From a radiological standpoint the plant is in good condition, allowing'

access to most sections of the facility. D &ing tours of the facility,
the inspectors roted that barriers and signs also were in good condition.
When minor dist.repancies were ic!entified, the HP staff quickly responded' to correct any problems.

'

The inspector noted that the HP staff is placing maintenance work requests
on numerous-radiological ' hot spots' for flushing to reduce the crud
buildup in these areas. This is part of their source term reduction
initiative to help rninimize personnel exposure. ,

'

Disregard of lligh Radiation Ares Barriers (71707)- '

The utility notified the inspector of two personnel who improperly entered
posted high radiation areas.

On March 15, a chemistry supervisor entered the Unit I sample room to
assist in resolving a dif ficulty encountered while drawing a primt y
coolant sample. He entered this high radiat an crea without signing in on
the radiation work procedure (RVp). A health physics technician noticed
this and requested tl < chsmistry supervisor to leave the area. The
chemistry supervisor ihter stated that he was wearing the proper dosimetry
and had thought he signed in on the RWP. No exposure limits were violated
because of this incident. The plant is performing an investigation of
this event to resolve its cause and determine corrective action.

On March 18, a long time plant contractor entered the U11t 2 facade to
continue routine work he had been per'orming. Since hi had last been in
the facade, health physf es personnel had cordoned off a passageway and
designated it as a high radiation area in preparation for a spent resin
transfer. The contractor had been working in this area previously and had
never seEn it posted as a high radiation area. Thinking that the postings
were in error, he proceeded past the posting to continue with his work. A
health physics technician noticed this and escorted the contractor out of
the area. No resin transfer was underway during this time, therefore no
exposure limits were viohted because of this incident. The contractor
was disciplined for his actions und additional training is being
contemplated for other personnel.

This issue remains unresolved pending completion cf the licensee's
investigation and further review by the.flRC (266/91006-01).

No violations or deviations were identified, however, one issue _ remains;

unresolved.'

5. Maintenance / surveillance Observation (62703) (61726)
'

a. Maintenance (62703)

Station maintenance activities of safety-related systems and
components listeri below were observed / reviewed to ascertain that they,

| were conducted in accordance with approved procedures, regulatory
guides and industry codes or standards and in conformance with
technical specifications.

8
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The following items were considtred during this review: the limiting
conditions for operation were met while components or systems were

i

removed from service; approvals were obtained prior to initiating the
work; activities were accomplished using approved procedures and werai.

y inspected as applicable; functional testing and/or calibrations werej eerformed prior to returning components or systems to servite;
quality control records were maintained; activities were acc6mplished
by qualified personnel; parts and materials used were properlj
certified; radiological controls were implemented; and fire prevention
controls were implemented.

-

Work requests were reviewed to determine status of outstanding jobs
and to assure that priority is assigned to safety-related equipment

_ maintenance which may affect system performance.

Selected portions of the following maintenance activities were
observed and reviewed:

G02 emergency diesel generator glycol heat exchanger repair< -

P38A auxiliary feedwater pump suction relief valve replacement-

P32A service water pump shaf t seal repacking-

b. _ Surveillance (61726)

The inspectors observed surveillance testing and verified . hate

h testing was performed in accordance with adequate proccoures; that
test instrumentation was calibrated; that limiting conditions for-

L

operation were met; that removal and restoration of the affected
f components were accomplished; that test results conformed with

technical specifications and procedure requirements and were reviewed
by personnel other than the individual directing the test; and that ,

any deficiencies identified during the testing were properly reviewed
_ and resolved by appropriate management personnel.

Selected portions of the following test activities yere observed and
reviewed:

-

IT-10 (Revision 20) Electric-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater-

Pumps (Monthly)

The positioning of the auxiliary feedwater vent valves is suchr

that ,,Lnever the operator vents the piping (as required in the
procedure), water is sprayed directly on the overhead fluorescent"

light fixture. During discussion with the inspector, the
operator stated that no problems had ever stemmed from this
venting activity.

IT-0BA (Revision 4) Cold Start Testing of Turbine-Driven-

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (Quarterly)

9
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Step 4.7.1 of the procedure directs the operator to measure the
closing t'..ne of the governor trip valve with a stop watch. The
inspector noted that this spring loaded quici acting valve
shuts in less time than it takes the operator to react in
actuating the stop watch. This makes the recorded times
(typically less than a half second) somewhat arbitrary.

No violations or deviations were identified,
'- 6. Emergency Preparedness (71707)

An inspection of emergency preparedness activities was performed to assess
the licensee's implementation of the site emergency plan .and implementing
procedures. The inspection included monthly review and tour of emergency
facilities end equipment, discussions with licensee statf 6nd a review of

3selected procedures.

The utility conducted a successful after hours emer2.ncy planning exercise i

on March 19. Details of the NRC evaluation are contained in inspection
s

report 266/91004; 301/91004,

No violations or deviations were identified.
7 Security (71707)

_.

The inspectors, by direct observation and_ interview, verified that
portions of the physical se urity program were being implemented in
accordance with the staticr security plan. This included ' M ks that'dentification badges wc properly displayed, vital areas v <' locked
and alarmed, and personnei and packages enteriq the protecu area were
appropriately corched. The inspectors also monitored any compensr.ory
measures that may hav" been eracted by the licensee.

" Ital Area Barrier Degradati_on_(71707)

On March 20, the utili' notified the NRC via the emerge:.y notification
system regarding a vital area barrier degradation. A barrict penetration
for a plant modification hcd been inadequately sealed. The condition was
found within a few hours of its occurrence. Appropriate compensatory

( measures were implemented upon discovery. The inspector reviewea the (corrective measures and had no further concerns. A

hNo violatio 'ations were identified.
^

8. Engineering and Technical Support (71707)

The inspectors evaluated licensee engineering and technical support'

activities to determine their ir2volvement and support of facility
operations. Thir was accomplished during the course of routine evaluation
of facility events and concerns through direct observation of activities
and discussions with engineering personnel.

10
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All activities were conducted in a satisfactory manner during this
inspection period. No violation or deviation were identified.

9. Safety Assessrpf;fQuality Verification (40500) (90712,) (90713,)_(92700)

The licensee' 2slity assurance programs were inspected to assess the
implementatiori and effectiveness of programs associatad with management
control, veri'ication, and oversite activities, Spr.cial consido ation
was given to issues which may be indicative of overall nanagement
involvement in quality matters such as self improvement programt, response
to regulatory and industry initiatives, the frequency of manaqement plant '

tours and control room observations, and management personnel's attendance
at technical and planning / scheduling meetings.

The inspector reviewed the Point Beach " Annual Results and Data Report"
for 1990 and " semiannual Monitoring Report" for July thru December 1990.
These reports were found to contain the required information ar.d no
concerns were noted,

a, Licensee Event Report (LER) Review (90712)

The inspectors reviewed LERS submitted to the NRC to verify that the
details were clearly reported, including accuracy of the description

! and corrective actie taken, The inspector determined whether
further information w s required, whether ge _ ic implications were
indicated, and whethen the event warranted onsite followup. The
folicwing LERs were reviewed and closed:

"266/90-012 Potential Single Failure in 803-B01 & B04-B02 Control
C''cuits

.

This report describes a potentit' sis .i: failure condition which
cculd cause the 803-801 and 804-802 bas tie breakers to close. The
condition results from having control circuit c 'bles to these bus
tie breakers in several of the same cable trays, Shutting both
breakers under certain conditions could result in overloading and

_ failure of bott diesel generators and a consequent loss of both
trains of safeguards power. The immediate corrective action was to
remove control power fuses from these breakers, thereby precluding
inadvertent operation. The plant subsequently implemented
administrative controls to delineate when the breakers may be used.
This was in the form of a change t3 the breaker operating procedure
and placement of information labr s on the breaker control switches.
A modification was initiated to reroute the control circuit cables
for these breakers and thereby eliminate the single-failura potential.
The inspector reviewed the plant's administrative controls for these
breakers, the status o.f the modification to reroute the controlo

L cables, and had no further concerns.

| 266/301/90-007 Error in ECCS Decay Heat Model

L
t

!
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This report describes an error in the emergency core cooling system
ECCS decay heat model which indicated a potential for failure to
comply with the 2200 degrees F. Peak Cladding Temperature (PCT)
acceptance limit following a large break loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). Subsequent calculations demonstrated that the PCT acceptance
limit would be met by reducing the heat flux peaking factor (F(q))
from the technical specification value of 2.50 to 2.40. Pending
reanalysis of the decay heat model by the vendor, the plant adopted
the lower value of (F(q)) as an administrative 11':t. Additional
details are provided in inspection reports 266/90014; 301/90014 and
266/90016; 301/90016.

ine fuel vendor, Westinghouse Electric, has since updated the ECCS
decay heat model program code with additional input and model changes.
A description of the model changes and error corrections incorporated 1

i to the vendor's reanalysis (WCAP-10924) was submitted to the NRC
for review and approval. The NRC evaluated the vendor's report, and
the model changes discussed therein, and subsequently stated their
acceptance in a letter from NRR to Westinghouse dated February 8,1991.

A reanaly''s of tne large break LOCA for Point Beach using the newly
accepted c y heat model, and an F(q) of 2.50, indicates that the
maximum PC, would not have had exceeded 2028 degrees F. Since this
is well below the acceptance limit of 2200 degrees F., the plant
reiaxed the more restrictive F(q) administrative limit and reverted
to the technical specification limit of 2,50. The NRC was informed
of this action 'n a letter from Wisconsin Electric dated March 5, 1991.

*266/90-010 Axial Flux Outside Technical Specification Limits
*266/90-010-01

On August 16,1990, Unit 1 experienced a load rejection of about
100 MWe due to a malfunction of the turbine governor control. This
caused the axial flux differential (AFD) to exceed prescribed limits.
Control rods and boration were used to restore AFD back into the
specified band within the allowed 15 minutes using control board
indications. The plant process computer, however, indicated that AFD
was outside specification for 17 minutes Technical Specifications
and the plant's Reactor Engineering Instructions (REIs) require that
plant computer alarms be used for primary indication. As described
in inspection report 266/90022; 301/90022, operator training regarding
AFD control did not include specific instructions regarding use of
the computer for primary indication. Operators believec they were to
use the control board indication. The plant has since revised the
operator training curriculum to specifically address the use of the
plant computer as the primary indication for control of AFD. The
inspector reviewed these curriculum changes and discussed them with
the licensee. No further oncerns were noted

b. LER Followup (92700)

The LERs denoted by asterisk above were se'ected for additional
followup. The inspector:. vuified that appropriate corrective action
was taken or responsibility was assigned and that continued operation

]
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of the facil;;, was conducted in accordance with Technical
Specifications and did not constitute an unreviewed safety question
as defined in 10 CFR 50.59. Report acceracy, compliance with current
reporting requirements and applicability to other site systems and
components were also reviewed,

c. Manager's Supervisory Staff Meeting (40500)

The inspector observed a session of the Manager's Supervisory Staff.
Issues discussed included high energy line bre k analysis (IN 90-53)
and a safety review for an cl:r+po-hydraulic modification on the
main turbine control system.

No violations or deviations were identified.
10. Outstanding items (92701)

Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of
noncompliance, or deviations. An unresolved item disclosed during the
inspection is discussed in paragraph 4.

II. Exit Interview (71707)

A verbal summary of preliminary findings was provided to the licensee
representatives denoted in Section 1 on March 28 and April 1,1991, at
the-conclusion of the inspection. No written inspection material was
provided to the licensee during the inspection.

The likely informational content of the inspection report with regard to
documents or processes reviewed during the inspection was also discussed.
The licensee did not 4dentify any documents or processes as proprietary.

.
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